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Watch Free  

The 10 Best Free Streaming Sites
1. 123Movies
For those who want to stream contents in High Definition (HD) quality, just visit 123Movies. This website provides the visitors
with 720p and 1080p quality. TV series and shows are also available on this web.
It is 100% easy to use, and you can browse for any movies for free. It has neat directory and everything is sorted by genres and
titles. You can also search movies by the release date as well as rating and reviews.

123Movies - Watch HD Movies Online Free
2. 5Movies
One of the most popular free movie streaming sites is 5Movies. You have an unlimited access to the website. It's very easy to
operate and navigate through the website. It has a search button to launch you to your favourite movie at a single touch.
There are thousands of movies on 5Movies to keep you busy at leisure or when you finally take a break from work. You don't have
to sign up on 5Movies to enjoy videos. There are a lot of trendy, popular and latest movies on the website. You can also enjoy
wide range of TV series on 5Movies without having to pay a dime or register. Just make sure you have enough data stuck in your
device, you can watch movies on the website for 24 hours non-stop.

3. BMovies
BMovies is another excellent free streaming site that offers a large variety of movies and TV shows from which to choose.
This site’s biggest highlight is its great collection of international content. You’ll find hundreds of pages of international shows
and movies in their original language. Most foreign language content is available with subtitles.
When you’re browsing, you can sort results by date added, rating, release date, and more. The homepage also features the latest
trending content to get you started. BMovies also has a functional search bar to help you find what you’re looking for.

BMovies - Watch Movies Online For Free on FMovies
4. FMovies
The market is flooded with many streaming sites, but only a few can be considered legitimate and safe. FMovies focuses on
entertainment, along with user safety and convenience.
Are FMovies user-friendly? Yes. Can you watch online movies without signing up? Yes. Does it host the most recent film? Yes.
Well, that’s all you might ask from a good movie streaming site. It is known to offer a massive index list of movies and TV series
and never fall short of choices.
It also contains well- categorized sections with which you can easily search for new content. You can limit your search based on
various criteria, including Last added, Release year. Most Viewed and Name.
Based on your movie history, it will also recommend suitable movies and shows for you.
All-in-all this FMovies can serve as a site for all your streaming requirements. Enjoy more than you need with this stunning
application.

FMovies | Watch Movies Online Free on FMovies
5. GoMovies
GoMovies is a popular streaming website that has grown its fame on the internet over the past few years. It's a free website with
unlimited number of movies and TV series. Whichever genre of movie you want to see, GoMovies has them all. Although, the
website does not hold materials directly. It only has links to other streaming websites where viewers are redirected to pick their
favourite movies. GoMovies does not require you to sign-up before you're granted access to their large database.

GoMovies - Watch Movies Online | Free Movies
6. Putlocker
This brings us to the top 4 on this list which is the Putlocker. This is a mixture of our top rated sites like the tubitv and Putlocker,
which include both the features of excellent movies collection as well as their own rating system that are classified into Hot, Top
Views Today, Top favorite and Top Rating category. With Putlocker you don’t have to sign up so you can go ahead and enjoy
streaming movies, right after visiting the site.

7. SolarMovie
What I like most about SolarMovie is that it lets you choose between two different homepage layouts. The default homepage is
devoid of clutter and features a well-designed search function.
There’s also a button that takes you to the site’s old layout. This is better for browsing when you haven’t decided what you’re in
the mood for watching. You can quickly sort movies by trending, most viewed, and IMDb rating.
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Another unique feature of SolarMovie is its night mode. When you turn on this mode, the site switches to a dark-color design
that’s perfect for late-night movie marathons.

8. XMovies8
XMovies8 is another destination of movies lovers who loves to watch movies online free on their free time. If you are a hard core
fan of Hollywood movies then this is another best place to watch movies online for you. Here you’ll get to watch all classic old
movies as well as new released movies for free. This site does contain ads but it’s not that much. Also this site provides TV series
to watch without registration so it’s all in one place.

9. YesMovies
YesMovies is yet another free movie streaming website with a great collection of movies and TV shows. The site has an enticing
interface that is ever appealing to users’ eyes. YesMovies gives the impression that you will always find any movie you are
looking for on its server and that’s right because the website features a vast collection of movies. YesMovies is one of the movies
streaming sites that updates its collections daily, so if you can’t find that just released movie today, check back tomorrow and it
will be available.

10. Yify TV
Yify TV doesn’t have the largest catalog compared to some of the other sites on this list, but it’s a solid choice for finding exciting
new movies and TV series.
In particular, Yify TV offers some great hidden gems in unique categories. The catalog includes a number of interesting
documentaries, which can be harder to find on some free streaming sites.
It also features an attractive web design and decent options for sorting through content. The homepage is focused on a search
bar, but you can also switch to the browsing view to sort by categories or IMDb ratings.

Yify TV | Watch Full Free Movies Online on Yify / Yts

Best Free HD Anime Streaming Sites
1. 9Anime
The next anime streaming site is 9Anime. The site claims to play anime series and movies in ultra-high definition quality. It
features Japan's top-rated anime series. The site is unique in that part of it shows the release schedule for upcoming anime
episodes.
It also has a feature that allows users to request anime to add from an existing list of series that they already own. Finally, all
anime series and episodes are appropriately classified based on their respective genres to speed up access.

9anime - Watch English Sub Anime Online HD
2. AnimeHeaven
This website is one of those right places to find exciting anime films you would be able to watch for free. It has an intuitive
website interface and loads very fast on reliable internet connections. AnimeHeaven is home to tons of animated movies
arranged into categories for easy navigation. It is a website where you can watch English subbed and dubbed anime in clear HD
resolution.
You won’t only stream anime videos on this site, but also you will be able to watch dramas, play online games, and for quite other
things; AnimeHeaven is simply diversified.

3. GoGoAnime
If you’re an addicted anime or manga lover, this is just your website. On the GoGoAnime website, you are presented with the best
hand-picked, classy movies that are more than exciting to watch. Nevertheless, you will still see so many anime movies on this
website. But for when your favorite anime is not on the homepage, use the search option to dig it out.
There is never a time you won’t meet ongoing stories/movies on this site; therefore, you need to bookmark it and follow-up for
endless entertainment on the movies you love.

4. KissAnime
This is simply one of the best places to watch free anime episodes and follow up with new ones. It is a premium streaming
platform and a home to hundreds of thousands of animated stuff. Every content on KissAnime is available for free with no
restrictions. On the KissAnime website, it is straightforward to navigate and get out the kind of anime films to watch.
KissAnime is one of the most visited anime streaming websites on the internet. Well, it has a lightweight interface and loads
very fast on all networks; thus, it should have a lot of users.

5. MasterAnime
The first name on the list of the best anime streaming sites is MasterAnime. If you want to know that what does MasterAnime
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Stand For? Then let me tell you that MasterAnime is one of the top HD anime sites. This is because it allows its users to access
different anime shows easily. You can watch your favorite anime shows in any video quality (240p to 1080p) according to your
choice. MasterAnime can provide you anime shows with different categories like Romance, Action, Comedy, Horror, Adventure,
etc with English Subbed and dubbed feature. And that is why we can consider it one of the best FREE Anime Streaming Services.

Best Free HD Anime Streaming Sites
1. DramaCool
This website has a good selection of drama with impressive genre distribution. The quality of the drama is exceptional and easy
to navigate between episodes. The sound quality of the drama and its subtitles are note-worthy and is done exceptionally well.
This site is legal and is free to use without any need to sign-in. Advertisements are scarce if not present at all. The user interface
is easy and interactive along with pleasing aesthetics. Moreover, this website is safe compared to most other websites when
coming in terms of underage users. Hence this website is recommended for underage users for safe viewing of your favorite
Korean drama.

2. KissAsian
Korean dramas are very frequently added on this website. Not only can Korean dramas be downloaded, but other dramas like
Japanese and Chinese dramas are also can be found on it, which makes this website a primary choice for users. The graphic
user-interface of this website is also a very interesting part which cannot be ignored. You can navigate to any Korean drama
series very easily by searching it manually.

Kissasian - Watch asian drama and shows free in HD
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